Critical Infrastructure

- Reliability, operability, maintainability, and availability
- Tank to Vit Plant transfer hoses, etc.
- Critical assets → what supports? Identify those systems, infrastructure
- Single point failure
  - For Tank Farms, 242-A Evaporator
- Safety basis approaches and integrated/systems approach
  - What are the scenarios?
  - Exclusion zones?
- WRPS infrastructure report, priority requests
  - Starting point (November)
- Institutional knowledge transfer between contractors

Tank Farms/Retrieval

- WMA-C Performance Assessment
  - Public review may be Jan/Feb 2017 timeframe
  - Follow DOE-HQ Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR) process and submittal to Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
- Follow-up: understanding process, development, review, permitting, public review and input
  - Nov/December process update to WMA-C stakeholders, TWC in January

November

- TWC infrastructure, WRPS report
- Tank integrity
- Regulatory streamlining and DFLAW
- LAWPS Notice of Intent, permit modification and public process

January

- Tank retrieval, WMA-C
- Regulatory streamlining and DFLAW (potential product?)
- WTP technical issues resolution status

February

- Cathodic protection
- Tank retrieval update, AY-102
- 242-A Evaporator update